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Question 1
Embryo transplantation would be possible in a certain time. Seeking abortion for
others may take place in the assisted reproductive technology.
Question 2
brain and gametes.
Question 3:
yes
Question 4
Information and data concerned each body material would have its own sheet
explaining its cost, risk and benefit.
Question 5
if the individual is a patient the benefit could some sort of health insurance. If he or
she is a volunteer explaining the risk and offering any type of cost according to his
or her desire.
Question 6
Because we cannot know exactly what is the future progress in research so we
have to explain that a body material may be used for something helpful to others
not known now
Question 7
an adult one can decide according to his or her own believes the purposes to which
the material would be used after explaining to him all purposes
Question 8
To myself a purpose would be good if it does not harm and looking for a good
value to the human being in future.
Question 9
other own believes
Question 10
value above all is keeping natural balance and must be taken into consideration

Question 11
No I do not think so whatever the return but nothing free. it can be left as an
option to volunteer.
Question 12
duty might arise if it will go to son or daughter
Question 13
same as the previous answer
Question 14
Yes always we have to try. Needs more pressing that belong to continuity such as
giving birth.
Question 15
some sort of health insurance
Question 16
If they are effective without harm it’s ok. No difference
Question 17
if I think that it lowers the sense of human being as a high quality race by nature
Question 18
no difference
Question 19
no
Question 20
stem cell technology with tissue/organ cell line culture. Especially success in
gametes creation
Question 21
no
Question 22
by witness
Question 23
yes

Question 24
no difference
Question 25
the family members have rights of veto if the wishes unknown after death
Question 26
First own but if no wishes then family. if no family then court
Question 27
yes
Question 28
yes by participating in information for others and in feedback
Question 29
If the material is gametes which would give birth in the future especially after
death, there must be a degree of control.
Question 30
Assumption that gametes can be created from stem cell culture and these gametes
can be fertilized and give birth of a human being from culture in lab.

